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Abstract. Let C be a curve of genus 2 defined over a number field, and 6 the
image of C embedded into its Jacobian J . We show that the heights of points
of J which are integral with respect to [2], 6 can be effectively bounded. As a
result, if P is a point on C , and P its image under the hyperelliptic involution,
then the heights of points on C which are integral with respect to P and P
can be effectively bounded, in such a way that we can isolate the dependence
on P , and show that if the height of P is bigger than some^bound, then there
are no points which are S-integral with respect to P and P .
We relate points on C which are integral with respect to P to points on J
which are integral with respect to 8, and discuss approaches toward bounding

the heights of the latter.

Introduction
Let C be a curve of genus 2 defined over a number field K, and 5 a finite
set of places of K. The image of C embedded into its Jacobian / is a theta

divisor 0. Let U be 7-8
and Z = J - [2]»8, where [2]*8 is the image
of 8 under the multiplication-by-2 map. Using Faltings's proof of the Mordell
Conjecture [5], Silverman showed that the number of ^-integer points on U
and Z are finite [26, 28]. These results now follow from Faltings's [6] proof
of Lang's conjecture that the number of points on an Abelian variety which are
5-integral with respect to an ample divisor is finite. Silverman's and Faltings's
results are ineffective. Silverman also showed that ^-integer points on U and
Z are "widely-spaced" [27].
In this paper we show that the heights of S-integer points on Z can be
effectively bounded (although we do not write down such a bound). So far as
we know, this is the first example of the effective bounding of integer points on
an affine portion of a genetically simple Abelian surface. This has an application
to integer points on C.
In 1929 Siegel proved the number of S-integer points on C is finite [24].
(This of course was superseded by Faltings's proof that C(K) is finite.) Although these results are ineffective, Siegel provided a separate proof in the case
that C was given by a hyperelliptic model, which reduces the search for Sinteger points to one of Diophantine approximation via the famed "S-unit
equation" [25]. This, when coupled with A. Baker's lower bound for linear
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forms in logarithms, gives an effective bound for the heights of ^-integer points

on C [1].
Let P be a point on C, and P its image under the hyperelliptic involution.
Then an effective version of the Riemann-Roch theorem transforms points on C
which are integral with respect to P and P to integer points on a hyperelliptic
model, whose heights can be effectively bounded, but with a bound depending
on the height of P. The effective bounding of the integer points on Z allows
us to_bound the heights of points on C which are integral with respect to P
and P in such a way that we can isolate the dependence on P, and show that
if the height of P is bigger than some bound depending on C, TC^and S, then
there are no points which are S-integral with respect to P and P.
If C is given by a model with points Q = {Qx, ... , Q„} at infinity, then
points on C which are S-integral with respect to Q are transformed into Sinteger points on a hyperelliptic model only when Q contains a nonempty subset
invariant under the hyperelliptic involution on C. We discuss an approach to
the problem of effectively bounding the heights of S-integer points on C no
matter what Q is. First we "reduce" the problem of effectively bounding the
heights of S-integer points on C to the harder task of bounding the heights
of 5-integer points on U. Then in turn we relate these points to solutions
of linear equations involving special S-integer elements of GL2. These form
curious "non-Abelian 5-unit equations." It is intriguing to note that the effective
solution of these equations would effectively bound the heights of 5-integer
points on U and hence on C.
In §§1 and 2 we cull together facts about integer points on varieties and about
the geometry of curves of genus 2. In §§3 and 4 we investigate integer points
on Z and U, respectively.
I would like to thank L. Walling for helpful discussions, and L. Cassuto, W.
Schmidt, and J. Silverman for their helpful comments on an earlier version of
this paper.
1. Preliminaries

on integer

points

General references for this section are [15, 20, 22, and 30].
Let K be a number field, and S a finite set of places of K which we will
always assume contains the archimedean places and those places lying over 2.
We let Os denote the ^-integers of K, and 0£ the S-units. Let Dg be
the discriminant of K over the rationals Q, and dx the degree [7v : Q] of K
over Q. We will always assume that we have a normalized set of absolute values
Mk —{| |t,} . We define the relative height HK(P) of a point P —(po, ... , pn)
in projective n-space J*n(K) as

Hk(P)= u mpN«v€MK

We define the absolute height as 77(7") = HK(P)xld«. Henceforth all heights
shall be absolute. We define the height of a point (px, ... , p„) in affine «-space
A"(K) as the height of the projection point represented by (I, px, ... , p„).
The height 77(/) of a polynomial / is defined to be the height of its coefficient
vector considered as a point in projective space.
If F is a nonsingular variety, and / is a function on V, we let (/) denote
its divisor. If co is a differential on a curve, we let (co) denote its divisor. For
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a divisor W on V we let L(W) denote the vector space of functions such
that (/) + W is effective, and we let l(W) denote the dimension of L(W). If
Wx, W2 are divisors on a variety, we write Wx= W2 to indicate that they are
linearly equivalent.
If V is an affine variety defined over K, we will always assume that it is em-

bedded into A"(7v), so that it is defined by a definite model fx = 0, ... , fm =
0, with fi £ K[XX, ... , X„]. We use a naive notion of height for V by letting
77(F) be the maximum of the heights of the defining polynomials H(f). An
S-integer point P is defined to be a point P £ V(K) whose coordinates lie
in Os. Equivalently, we can extend V to give it the structure of a scheme
over Os. Indeed, we might as well assume that f\, ... , fm £ Os[Xx, ... , X„],
in which case we can form the tValgebra A - Os[Xx, ... , X„]/(fx, ... , fm).
Then an 5-integer point of V (or A) is defined to be an O^-point of Spec(^),
i.e., a homomorphism from A into Os. We call A an 05-algebra associated
to V . For an ample divisor If on V, it will be convenient to use the phrase
"P is S-integral with respect to W," by which we mean that we take some
very ample multiple jW of W, and use a basis for L(jW) to define a definite
model V for V, with P an S-integer point of V. Equivalently, we make
a choice of an associated Os-algebra A such that V - W is the generic fibre
of Spec(^) (i.e., Y = K (g^ A is the coordinate ring of V - W over K), in
which case we mean that P is an Qs-point of Spec(>4).
Basic to our study is
Theorem 1 (Hermite-Minkowski). Given a number field K, there are only finitelymany extensions of bounded degree and bounded discriminant.

As a corollary, given K and a finite set of places S of K, there are only
finitely-many extensions of bounded degree in which only places in S ramify.
These extensions can be explicitly determined.
The only tool from Diophantine approximation we employ is the "2-variable
S-unit equation" which is based on A. Baker's lower bound for linear forms in

logarithms.
Theorem 2 (S-unit equation)

[12]. There is a constant

c effectively depending

on DK, dx, the class number and regulator of K, and the norms of the finite
primes in S, such that if xx and x2 give a solution to
XX+ X2 — 1 ,

Xi £ Og ,

then H(xi) < c.
Minkowski proved that the class number of K is bounded in terms of dx
and DK , and the "easy" direction of the Brauer-Siegel theorem shows that the
regulator is also so bounded (see [16, pp. 120 and 322]). So the constant in
Theorem 2 can be made to depend only on dK and DK ■ (In fact, d¡( is also
bounded in terms of DK, but for the unperformed task of explicitly writing
bounds, it is convenient to keep dK present in the discussion.)
Therefore, when describing a set of points in V(K), we use the phrase "effectively bounded" to indicate that there exists an effective bound for the heights of
the points, where the bound depends on K only in that it depends on d¡c, DK ,
and a bound Ps for the "absolute norm" of each finite prime p in 5, which
we define as (f<K/Q(P))l/dK■
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Since we need to keep track of Ps, the phrase "extending S if necessary"
means that we will form a new set S' by adjoining to S all primes of K of
absolute norm less than some TV , where TV is some effectively computable
bound which depends on K only in that it depends on Ps, DK , and dK . By
abuse of notation, we also denote the new set by S. The phrase "extending
K if necessary" means that we will replace K by a finite extension K' with
[K' : Q] < dK', and with only primes of absolute norm less than TV ramifying
in K'/K . Here d^ and TV are some effectively computable bounds which
depend on K only in that they depend on Ps, DK , and dK ■ By the HermiteMinkowski theorem, there are only finitely many such K', and they can be
effectively determined. Again, by abuse of notation, we also denote the new
field by K . When we take a finite extension K' of K, we will also use S to
denote the places of K' which divide those in S, and keep Ps the same. The
absolute height is unaffected by a finite extension of fields.
If (j): V -> W is a rational map of projective varieties represented by a
morphism y/ , we define the height of cf>(relative to yi ) to be the maximum
of the heights of the component polynomials of y/ .
Proposition 1. Let C, C be (possibly singular) projective curves over K, and
let <j>:C -* C be a birational map defined over K, with domain E C C. Then
effectively-bounding the heights of a set of points R in C(K) is equivalent to
effectively-bounding the heights of cj)(RnE) in C'(K), with a bound that depends
on the heights and degrees of </>,C, and C.
Proof. This follows immediately from [22, p. 13] so long as T? is in E and <^(T?)
is in the domain of (¡>~x. But since C and C are curves, the points where
(f) and (¡)~x are not defined is a zero-dimensional set defined by equations of
height and degree bounded by those defining the curves and </>.Therefore, by
classical elimination theory, the heights of the points when (f>and <f>~xare not
defined can be effectively bounded.

Proposition 2. Suppose that C is an affine curve defined by polynomials fx, ... ,

fm £ Os[Xx,... ,Xn], with H(fi) <^,and

degree of f < N, for all i. Then

there is an affine plane curve C defined by a polynomial f £ Os[Y, Z], and a
birational polynomial map <f>:C -> C defined over Os, such that the degrees
and heights of f and <j>are bounded in terms of %? and N, and <f>maps
S-integer points of C into S-integer points of C.
Proof. This is just an effective version of Noether's normalization lemma. Let
T = K[XX, ... , Xn]/(fx, ... , fm) be the coordinate ring of C over K, and x¡
the image of X¡ in Y. Then the proof of the normalization lemma in [18, p.
262] gives an effective procedure for writing

Y = K[Yx,...,Yn]/J

= K[yx,...,yn]

where: J is an ideal generated by some gx, ... , g¡ £ K[YX, ... , Y„]; the
heights and degrees of the g¡ are bounded in terms of ^ and N ; the y¡ are
the images of the Y¡ in Y, and are K-linear combinations of the x¡ with
coefficients whose heights are bounded in terms of %? and /V; and yi, ... ,yn
are integral over 7C[vi]. (The proof only requires the well-known fact that a
polynomial over K which is not identically zero takes on a nonzero value at
a 7C-point whose height is bounded in terms of the height, degree, and number
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of variables of the polynomial.) Multiplying the y7 by constants of bounded
height, we can assume that they are Os-linear combinations of the Xj, and that
y2,... ,y„ are integral over K[yx].
Now by Galois theory, there is a linear combination z = X)2a;V7, where the
üj are in the rational integers Z, the a7 are bounded in terms ¡0? and yV, and
such that K\yx, z] is a subring of Y whose fraction field is the function field
of C. Further, we can choose an equation f(Y,Z)
£ Os[Y, Z] expressing
the algebraic dependence of z and Vi that has degree and height bounded in
terms of %? and TV.
Let C be the curve defined by /, which is birationally-equivalent to C.
Our construction gives a polynomial birational map (¡>
: C -* C, which has
height and degree bounded in terms of £? and yV, and maps S-integer points

of C into those of C .
As a corollary to the two propositions, to effectively bound the S-integer
points on C, it suffices to do so on the birationally-equivalent plane model C.
Henceforth we shall assume that all our affine curves C are defined by a
single irreducible equation in 2 variables.
We will need to know how S-integer points behave under unramified mor-

phisms of varieties [22].
Theorem 3 (Chevalley-Weil). Let f:W—>V be a finite, unramified morphism
of affine nonsingular varieties defined over K. Then, extending S if necessary,
there is a finite set T of places of K, such that for every S-integer point P £
V(K), Q £ f~x(P) is an S-integer point of W, defined over an extension L
of K, of bounded degree, in which only primes in T ramify.
Since we are concerned with effectivity, we will be careful in all our applications to pick associated O^-algebras Aw and Ay for W and V respectively,
such that Aw is integral over Ay . In this way we do not need to extend S.
Also, given f,W,
and V, the theory states that T can be explicitly determined, but in practice this may be difficult. We will only be dealing in simpler
situations, either with explicit double covers of varieties, or with coverings of
Abelian varieties, where we can explicitly determine T.
Corollary 1.(1) Let f:W^>V
be a finite, unramified morphism of nonsingular
affine varieties. Then, extending S if necessary, there is a finite extension L
of K, of bounded degree and discriminant, such that for every S-integer point

P £V(K),

Q£ f~x(P) is an S-integer point of W defined over L.

(2) If V and W are subvarieties of an Abelian variety A, and f = [m], the
multiplication-by-m map, then L/K is ramified only at primes of bad reduction

for A and those dividing m.
Proof. (1) This is just the theorem of Chevalley-Weil combined with the theorem of Hermite-Minkowski.
(2) This follows from the criterion of Néron-Ogg-Shafarevich [23]. The
primes of bad reduction for A can be effectively bounded in terms of the
heights and degrees of the defining equations for A .

Suppose now that C is a curve defined by an irreducible equation f(x, y) =
0, of degree N and of height %?, defined over a number field K. We think
of the function x on C as defining a cover of the projective line P1. Let
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X be the projective normalization of C, and y/: X —>C the natural map
to the projective closure of C. Let P be a point in X(K), and let e be
the ramification index of P over P1. We take t to be the local parameter
at P defined by (\/x)xle if P lies above the point at infinity on P1, and
t = (x - a)xle if y/(P) = (a, ß) lies above a finite point of P1 .

The following is a special case of an effective Riemann-Roch theorem, first
proved by Coates [3], and recently improved by Schmidt [19].
Theorem 4 (effective Riemann-Roch). Let W be a divisor on X defined over
K. Then there is a basis {fi} for L(W), such that f has a Puiseux expansion
at P

fi = zZ UistS
'
s>s0

with t the prescribed local parameter at P, a¡s £ K, and with the height of a¡s
bounded in terms of s ,%f, N, the multiplicities of points in the support of W,
and the heights of the points in the support of W.
Further, if W is supported at points on the normalization of C which lie over
the points at infinity, then the fi can be chosen to be integral over Z[x].

The proof of the first part is given in [19]. The second part follows with
only minor modification from §7 of [21]. In brief, the additional condition on
W forces f to be integral over K[x], and hence over Q[x]. The minimal
polynomial of fi over Q[x] can be written explicitly, say with coefficients c,7
in Q[x]. The bounds on the coefficients of the Puiseux expansions of f at
every point lying over infinity show that the coefficients of Cy have bounded
height in Q. Hence there is an integer c¡ of bounded height such that c¡f¡ is
integral over Z[x].

2. Curves of genus 2 and their Jacobians
Let C be a curve of genus 2 defined over a number field K . In keeping with
the conventions of the last section, we assume that C is_defined by a single
equation f(u, v) = 0 of degree N and height ßf. Let C be the projective
closure of C : then C - C _are the points at infinity of C. Let X be the
projective normalization of C, and Q = {Qi, ... , Qn} be the points of X
which lie over C - C. The points of C - C are defined over an extension
whose degree and ramification over K are bounded in terms of N and ßff.
Therefore extending K if necessary, we can assume that the points of C - C
are all defined over K. Now the inverse image of a point P £ C - C on Xjs
a set of points, each defined over a field which splits the tangents at P on C.
This splitting is achieved over an extension whose degree and ramification over
K are bounded in terms of TVand ßf. So extending K again if necessary, we
can assume that the points of Q are all defined over K. We use the natural
morphism X -> C -^ P1 to define a height function T7 on X. The heights of
points in Q are bounded in terms of TVand ßff .
There is a canonical hyperelliptic involution on X, determined as follows.
Let co be a holomorphic differential on X. Then L((co)) is 2-dimensional,
spanned, say, by functions {1, x}. The function x defines a degree 2 map
X: X -* P1. Note that a change in the choice of co or x only changes X by a
projective transformation. The quadratic extension given by X is automatically
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Galois, and the nontrivial element in the Galois group of K(X) over K(x)
gives the hyperelliptic involution. We denote the image of a point P £ X
under the hyperelliptic involution as P. The Hurwitz formula guarantees that
there are 6 points Wq, ... , W5 fixed under the hyperelliptic involution, called
the Weierstrass points of X.
Theorem 5. Let C: F(u ,v) = 0 be a curve of genus 2, of degree N, and height
ßf defined over a number field K of discriminant DK and degree dK- Let X
be the projective normalization of C.
(1) Suppose that W0 £ X(K) is a Weierstrass point. Then there is a model

for X of theform
Hyp5: y2 = f(x),
where f Js a monk quintic polynomial in K[x] with distinct roots in an algebraic
closure K of K, {1, x} is a basis for L(2W0), and {1, x, x2, y} is a basis

for L(5W0).
(2) Suppose that P £ X(K) is not a Weierstrass point. Then there is a model

for X of theform
Hyp6:y2

= /(x),

where f is a sextic polynomial in K[x] with distinct roots in K, {1, x} is a

basisfor L(P + P), and {1, x, x2, x3, y] is a basis for L(3(P + P)).
(3) Suppose once again that P £ X(K) is not a Weierstrass point. Then there
is also a model for X of the form
Nonhyp: y3 + gx(x)y2 + g2(x)y = x4 + g3(x),

where g¡ is a polynomial in K[x] of degree <i, {1, x} is a basis for L(3P),
and {1, x, y} is a basis for L(4P).
(4) In (I) assume further that H(W0) is bounded; in (2) assume further that
H(P) and H(P) are bounded; in (3) assume further that H(P) is bounded.
Then Hyp5, Hyp6, and Nonhyp can be chosen to be of bounded height, and
to bound the height of a set of points in C(K) it suffices to bound the heights of
the corresponding points of Hyp5, Hyp6, or Nonhyp.
(5) With assumptions as in (4), in (1) assume further that W0 £ Q; in (2)
assume further that P,P £ Q; in (3) assume further that P £ Q. Then
Hyp5, Hyp6, and Nonhyp can be chosen to be of bounded height, and such that
x is integral over Z[u]. Hence to bound the height of S-integer points on C, it
suffices to bound the heights of the S-integer points of Hyp5, Hyp6, or Nonhyp.

Proof. Parts ( 1) and (2) are well-known applications of the Riemann-Roch theorem. Likewise, the proofs of (4) and (5) pertaining to Hyp5 and Hyp6 require
only minor modifications of the arguments in §§6and 7 of [21], so we omit them.
We will prove (3) en passant as we prove the parts of (4) and (5) pertaining to

Nonhyp.
Suppose that P £ X(K) is a point of bounded height. Using the effective
Riemann-Roch theorem, we can produce z £ L(5P), y £ L(4P), and x £
L(3P) with Puiseux expansions

z = r5Y^asts,
s>0

y = r5J2bsts,
s>\

x = r5^*?,
s>2
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where t is the prescribed local parameter at P, the heights of the as,bs, cs £ K
are bounded in terms of s, ßf, N, and H(P), and with aobxc2 ¥" 0. The functions 1, x, x2, y, xy, y2, z, xz are all in the 7-dimensional space L(8P),
and L(8P) U {x3, yz} ç L(9P), an 8-dimensional space. Hence there are nontrivial linear relations
Ax + A2x + A3X2 + Aty + A5xy + A6y2 + A-¡z + A&xz = 0,
77i + Ti2x + T¿3x2+ B4x3 + B5y + B6xy + B7y2 + TJ8z+ B9xz + Bxoyz = 0,

where the A¡, B¡ £ K, and A(,AíB^BXq^ 0. Applying Siegel's lemma twice,
we can assume that the coefficients have height bounded in terms of ßf, N,
and T7(P). Now eliminating z and rescaling x and y gives Nonhyp.
This establishes (3) and (4) for Nonhyp. Part (5) then follows by applying the
second part of the effective Riemann-Roch theorem to the construction above.
We have now reduced the problem of effectively bounding the heights of
S-integer points on a curve of genus 2 to the cases where the curve is given
in the hyperelliptic forms Hyp5 and Hyp6, or the form Nonhyp. Effectively
bounding the heights of S-integer points on Hyp5 and Hyp6 is accomplished
by coupling Theorem 2 with a classic argument of Siegel (for current results, see
[31]). Effectively bounding the heights of S-integer points on Nonhyp remains
an open problem, which we relate in §4 to an S-integer point problem on the
Jacobian of C.
It is easiest to describe a specific model for the Jacobian of C in the case
when C is defined by a model of the form Hyp5. We want to guarantee that
rational points on any curve of genus 2 can be bounded in terms of the rational
points of this model of the Jacobian.
Theorem 6. Let C be a curve of genus 2 of height ßf

and degree N. Then
there is a model for C in the form Hyp5, and a birational map 4>:C —>Hyp5,
where the heights of 4>and Hyp5 are bounded in terms of ßf and N.

Proof. By Theorem 5 (4), it suffices to prove this when C is of the form Hyp6
or Nonhyp. The first case is easy: suppose C is given by y2 = f(x), where
/ is a sextic of bounded height. Then the Weierstrass points on C are the
points (r, 0) on C, where r is a root of /. Hence the Weierstrass points are
of bounded height. So extending K if necessary, Theorems 5(4) gives a model

Hyp5 of bounded height.
Assume now that C is of the form Nonhyp. By what we just proved, it
suffices to show that C has a model of the form Hyp6 of bounded height. So
by Theorem 5(4), if P is the unique point at infinity on Nonhyp, it suffices to
show that the height of P is bounded in terms of ßf. It is just as easy to make
the desired transformation explicitly.
Let Nonhyp be given by f(x,y) = x4 + g3(x) - y3 - g\(x)y2 - g2(x)y. It
is well known that a quartic plane curve has genus 2 only when it has a unique
double point [9, p. 214]. It is easy to check that the lone point at infinity on the
model is nonsingular, so the double point has some coordinates (xq , yo) with
height bounded in terms of ßf. (Indeed, if A(x) is the discriminant of f(x, y)
thought of as a cubic in y, then A(x) is an octic of bounded height which has
jco as a root.) If we replace x and y by x - xo and y - yo respectively, then
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the double point moves to (0,0), and Nonhyp takes the form

x4 + h(x,y)+f2(x,y),
where fi is homogeneous of degree / for ï = 2,3,

and f2 and ß are not

identically 0. Let X = y/x, and Y = (x4 - f2(x, y))/x3. Then

which is the desired sextic in X.
Let J be the Jacobian of C. To get explicit models for / we will now
assume that C is defined by a model of the form Hyp5 : y2 = f(x).
Extending K if necessary, we can assume that / splits, so that
5

y2 = x5 + bxx4+ b2x3+ b3x2+ bi,x + b$ = J\(x - af),
¡=i
where the a¡ are distinct elements of K. Let W0 denote the Weierstrass point
which is the unique point at infinity on this model. The other five Weierstrass
points are given by W¡ = (a¡, 0). Points on J can be considered as divisor
classes on C, and the Riemann-Roch theorem shows that every point other
than the origin O on J can be represented uniquely by a divsior of the form
P\ + Pi - 2W0, where Pi and P2 are points of C, with P2^PX. The divisor
classes of the form P+P-2W0 all represent the origin. Hence J can be realized
by taking the symmetric product C(2> and blowing down the line {(P, P) \ P £

C).
We embed C into J via

<f>:C^J,

<t>(P)
= P-Wo.

The image is a theta divisor which we denote by 8.

Let U = J - 8,

Y—

J - [2]*8, and Z = J - [2],8, where [2]*8 and [2]„8 denote the inverse and
forward image of 8 under the multiplication-by-2 maps [2].
We will be studying the S-integer points on these surfaces and need specific
models. The following is an explicit model for U derived in [11].
Since J is birationally equivalent to C<2), we can describe functions on J
as symmetric functions on C. For a point z — (xx, yx) -\-(x2, y2) - 2Wq £ J,
there are functions defined in [11]:
X22(z) = xx + x2,

x

11

XX2(z) = -xxx2,

= X22X22+ 2bxX22 - b2X22Xx2- 2b3Xx2 + b4X22 + 2b5 - 2yiy2

*222(z) = (yi -yi)/(xx

*222 + 4*i2

-x2),

A'i22(z) = (xiy2-x2yi)/(xi

-x2),

which are regular on U, in L(38), and generate the coordinate ring Y(U). It
was proven in [11] that
gx : X222 = X22X\2 - XXXXX2
+ bxX\2 + b5,
g2: X222 = X\2 + XX2X22+ bxX22 + b2X22 + Xxx+b3,
£3 : 2^i22X222 = 2A"i2.Y|2- XnX^ + ^,22 + 2bxXx2X22+ b2Xx2 + b4,

are a set of defining equations for U in A5(7v).
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With this, we can now give the explicit model for Y, as derived in [10].
The 2-torsion points on / are the origin O and the points corresponding to

the divisors ei = W¡-Wo, 1 < i < 5, and e¡j = Wj+ Wj-2W0 (1 < i < j < 5).
For a point P £ J let TP denote the translation-by-P map. Then Qp = (7>)*8
is the divisor 8 translated by P.
Let
hi = -XX2 - ajX22 + a2,

and
htj = Xxx - Xxx(eij) + (a, + aj)XX2 + a¡ajX22.

In [10] it is shown that the ring Y(Y) of regular functions on Y is generated

by functions t¡■, 1 < i < 5, and i,;, 1 < / < j < 5, defined by
(1)

U(z)2 = ht([2]z)

and

tij(z)2 = hu([2]z).

Furthermore,

(2)

(hi) = 2re*8 - 28,

(hij) = 2re*.e - 28,

so we have given Y as an unramified cover of U. We now want the equations

that define Y.
Let T denote the set of 15 functions t¡ and Uj. As a convention, we let
{i, j, k, I, m} stand for any permutation of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} .
Theorem 7 [ 10]. The following 72 equations of six types give a nonsingular model
for Y in A15(7C):
Type l(i,j,k):

(uj - a¡)t2k+ (a¡ - ak)t) + (ak - aj)t2
= (aj - a¡)(ak - ai)(ak - uj) ,

where (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 4), (1, 2, 5).
Type II (/ ,j,k):

t2j - t2k = (ak - aj)(t2 - (a, - a¡)(a¡ - am)),

where (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3), (1,2, 4), (1, 2, 5), (2, 1, 3), (2, 1, 4), (2, 1,5),

(3, 1,4), (3, 1,5), (4, 1,5).
Type III (i, j, I, m): tütim - tjitjm = (aj - af)titm,
where {/, m) is any pair of indices, and {i, j} is taken in turn to be any 2
pairs chosen from the remaining 3 indices.

Type IV (i, j,k,

I, m): Utjk - t¡tik = (a, - af)tim,

where {/, m} is any pair of indices, and {i, j} is taken in turn to be any 2
pairs chosen from the remaining 3 indices.
Type Y (i, j, k, I, m): tjkttm - tjitkm = (aj - am)(a¡ - ak)t¡,

where i is any index, and {{j ,k},{l, m}} is taken in turn to be any 2 partitions of the remaining 4 indices into pairs.
Type VI (i,j,k,l):

(uj - ak)tati + (ak - a¡)tjitj + (a¡ - üj)tkltk = 0,

where I is any index, and {i, j, k} is taken in turn to be any 2 triplets chosen
from the remaining 4 indices.
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Homogenizing these equations gives a nonsingular projective model for J in
PX5(K).

In fact, one can get an isomorphic variety with fewer variables (see §4), but
we will need all these equations in §3. Since a¡ £ K, this model is isomorphic
to one given by Flynn [7].
A model for Z is not hard to derive from one for U. First note that
(xx - x2)2 — X22(z)2 + 4Xi2(z) £ L(48) vanishes on [2]»8, an irreducible
divisor. Since [2]*8 = 48, and the self-intersection number 8 • 8 = 2, it

follows that [2]*8 -8 = 8, and so by the projection formula, 8 • [2]»6 = 8 .
Hence by the criterion of Nakai-Moishezon [13, p. 365], the divisor of zeroes
of X22+ 4XX2must be precisely [2]*8. So to build a model for Z , it suffices
to take a projective model for / given by a basis of L(48), and to divide the
basis of X\2 + 4XX2.
Specifically, define the functions
^112 = -*T2^222 - -^22^122 >

Xxxx — -XXXX222- XX2XX22+ 2X22XXX2+ 2bxXXX2- b2XX22,

X = \(XXXX22- X\2 + b2Xx2 - b4),

in L(38), and
^1111=^11,

xxxx2 —xxxxx2,

xX222 = xX2x22,

xXX22= xxxx22,

x2222 = x22,

Xx — XXXXX22
+ XXXXX22
- 2XXX2XX2,
X2 — XXX2X22+ XXXX222- 2XX22XX2,

in L(48).
It is shown in [11] that these ten functions, along with {Xxx, XX2, X22, X222,
X\22, 1} give a set X which is a basis for L(48). Since 48 = [2]*8, we can
get—as in the case of Theorem 7—a projective nonsingular model for / by
homogenizing 72 quadrics in the variables X. Fortunately, there is no need to
write them all down. Let X0 be the homogenizing

variable.

We will use

X + b4X2222Xx2 + XXXXXXX2
- ¿1^11(^1122 - 2X)

+ b2XX2XXX22
—2b2XXx2 —¿3-^22(^1122 —2X) —b^X22X2222

+ (b\ - b3bx)Xxx22X0
+ 2(hbx - b\)XXo + (bxb4- b2b3- b5)Xx2X22
- hbxX¡2 + (è3*4 - bsb2)X22X0+ (bxb3b4- b\b4 - hb5)X¡

(3)

+ (¿3 - M2)*i2*ii

+ b2(b\ - bxb3)Xx2X0+ (bxb4 - b5)XxxX0= 0,

^-^0 = 5(^11^22
^1111^0 = ^11 ,

_ ^12 + ¿2^12-^0 - b4X0),

^1112^0 = ^11^12)

^1222-^0 = -^12^22,

Xxx22Xo = XXXX22,

^2222-^0 = ^22 >

where the first equation in (3) comes from subtracting #3 squared minus 4
times the product of gx and g2 .
Finally, to get the model for Z, we define p = X2222+ 4XX2, and then

set & = X0/p, i; = X/p, ¿li = Xi/p, tlij = Xij/p, lijk = Xijklp, and
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tijki = Xijkl/P, for i< j <k<l

£{1,2} . Note that 6222 = 1 - 4£,2 . The

model for Z then comes from the associated cValgebra
Az = Os[c¡o, c¡x1, <¡fi2,£22 > £ > íi 11» £112 > £122, £222,
£1 j £2. inn

j £1112, £1122» £1222]-

By construction, Z is nonsingular, and although we will not write down a full
set of dcSning equations for it, we see from (3) that the set includes
£ + ¿4^2222^12 +£llll£l2

_ ¿l£ll(£ll22

~ 24) + b2C¡X2C¡XX22

- b2ÇÇX2
- b^22(c¡xx22- 24) - b<£2242222
+ (b2 - bibx)¿¡xX22£o

+ 2(bibx - b¡)c¡clo+ (bxb4- ¿>5)£ii£o+ (b\b4 - b2b3- é5)íi2Í22

- b5bx$j2+ (hb4 - M2K22& + (bxb3b4- b\b4 - MsKo2

(4)

+ (h - bxb2)i\x24\\
+ b2(b\ - bxbi)t\x24o
= 0,
£2222+ 4i,2 = 1,

Ko = £({n&2 - th + b2i\xl4o- b4t%),

£lll l£o=£ll>

íll22Í0 = £ll<Ü22j

£l 112¿0 = íl l£l2>

Í1222Í0 = £l2<Ü22
s ^2222^0= fe •

Finally, in §3 we will need one more relation from [10]. If
hijkim = -X

+ a¡Xxx + (a¡ak + a¡am + a¡(aj + ak + a¡ + am))Xx2

+ a¡(ajak +a¡am)X22

- üi(ajakai + a¡akam + aja¡am + aka¡am + ai(aiam + a¡ak)),

then
(5)

ti(z)tjk(z)tlm(z)

= hijkim([2]z).

3. S-INTEGER POINTS ON Z = J - [2],8

The divisor W = [2]*8 was the first divisor for which it was shown (ineffectively) that J - W contains only finitely many S-integer points [26]. By the

Corollary to Theorem 3 it sufficesto replace W by E = [2]*[2]»8 = 2~D<?e./[2]
®<?•
By Vojta's generalization of Siegel's theorem [30], for any divisor W' whose
support contains 4 distinct hyperplane sections (as E does), the integer points
on J - W' are degenerate; that is, they lie on a finite union of curves. An
Abelian surface contains no lines, so Siegel's theorem on the finiteness of integer points on a curve of genus at least 1 gives another ineffective proof that
the integer points on / - W are finite. The following is an effective argument,
which emulates Siegel's famous proof for reducing the study of integer points
on hyperelliptic curves to the S-unit equation (see [29, Theorem IX.4.3]).
Theorem 8. Let C be a curve of genus 2 defined over a number field K with rational Weierstrass points, one of which we denote by Wq. Let J be its Jacobian,

and C —>J be the embedding P —>P - W0 whose image we denote by 8. Let
S be any finite set of places of K. Then the heights of the S-integer points of

Z = J - [2],8 can be effectivelybounded.
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Proof. By the results of §§1 and 2, we can assume that C is defined by
y2 = x5 + bxx4 + b2x3 + b-iX2+ b4x + b5=

[ (x - af),
1<K5

where the a, are distinct elements of K. Therefore we can use the models for
U, Y, and Z given in §2. Extending S if necessary, we can assume the a,
are S-integers, and that the a¡ - a¡ are S-units. As noted above, the Corollary
to Theorem 3 shows that to bound S-integer points in Z(K), extending S if
necessary, it suffices to bound S-integer points on Z' = J - Y^eeJ\2\®* over tne
compositum of all quadratic extensions of K in which only primes dividing 2
or those of bad reduction for J can ramify. Applying the Corollary to Theorem
3 again, and extending K and S if necessary, it suffices to bound S-integer
points on Z" = J —J2e€J[2x[2]*Qe• To make sure that we do not need to extend
S in either lifting, we want to carefully choose O^-algebras associated to Z'

and Z".
Lemma 1. We can form associated Os-algebras for Z' and Z" by taking

Az» = Os[{t£T},\/T],
¿z' = Os[Xxx, Xx2, X22, XX22, X222, l/h],
where r = Ht€Tt,

and h = ¿i2345¿2345i¿3i425¿4i235¿5i324-

Further, AZ" is integral over Az<, which in turn is integral over Az ■
Proof. From (1) we see immediately that t £ T is integral over Az<, and (2)
shows that (i,) = [2]*8e, - [2]*8, and (tu) = [2]*ee¡J - [2]*8. Hence Az»
defines a model for Z". From (5) we see that x(z) = h([2]z), so AZ" is
integral over Az', and AZ' defines a model for Z'. To show that Az> is
integral over Az , we must first note that

(6)
and that

U[2]Z) = X22([2]z)2+ 4X,2([2]z) = ~¥hW

(7)

'

hij([2]z) = 4(kiJ(z)/k(z))2,

where
k = X\ 11 — XX2XX22+ X22XXX2,

and
kij = Xx\ + 2a¡ajXxxX22 - 2(a¡aj(ak + a¡ + am) + akalam)Xxx
+ (a¡aj + (a¡ + üj)(ak + a¡ + am) - aka¡ - akam - alam)X\2

+ (aiüj(akai + akam + a¡am) - (a¡ + aj)aka¡am)X¡2

+ 2(a¡ + aj)XxxXx2 + 2(aiaj(ak + a¡ + am) - aka¡am)Xx2X22

+ 2((aj + a2)aka¡am - a¡aj(ai + aj)(aka¡ + akam + a¡am))X22
- 2aiaj(-aiaj

+ (a¡ + aj)(ak + a¡ + am) + (aka¡ + akam + a¡am))Xx2

-I-(a¡aj)2(akai + akam + a¡am) + 2(a¡ + aj)aiajakaiam

- aiai(a2ka2l+ alai

+ afam) + akalam(ai + aj)(aka¡ + akam + a¡am)

+ a¡aj(ai + aj)(a2ka¡ + a\am + ajam + akaf + aka2m+ aia2m)

- aka,am(af + a))(ak + a¡ + am).
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These relations follow from the group law on the Jacobian, and were derived
from the analytic theory as described in [ 11]. See [8] for an alternate description
of the group law.
Let H = {hij | 1 < i < j < 5}. Then for every quadruplet ax, a2, Q3, a4 £
H, we know that axa2/(X222+ 4Xx2) and a3a4/(X^2 + 4Xx2) are in A(Z), so

if we apply (6) and (7) to
ai([2]z)a2([2]z)Q3([2]z)Q4([2]z)
(X22([2]z)2 + 4Xx2([2]z))2

'

then we find that ßxß2ßiß4/h is integral over A(Z) for any ßx, ß2, /J3, ß4 £

K = {kij I 1 < i < j < 5}. In other words, if we let M be the 05-module
Sk€K Q 'K >ana< ^^4 trie degree 4 terms of the algebra 0s [K] considered as a
polynomial ring in the variables of K, then all elements of the module j¡ • AT®4
are integral over A(Z). Since a¡ - aj is a unit in O5, to complete the proof of
the lemma it suffices to show that for any i, j, that j¡,h¡, h¡j , and r¡ij - Xxx2+
(a¡ + aj)Xx22 + aiüjX222 , are integral over A(Z). But in [10] it is shown that
n2j —hihjhij, so it suffices to show that j¡, h¡, and h¡j are integral over A(Z).
Let X' = {1, XX2, X22, Xxx, X\2, XX2X22, XX2XXX,X22XXX,ATU, X\2} , and let

p be the matrix expressing K in terms of X'. Elementary row operations transform p. into the matrix that expresses the base of 0]° obtained by taking the
exterior square of the "Vandermonde base" {(1, a¡, a2, af, af) \ i = I, ... , 5}
for Oj, in terms of the standard base for 0$° . Since the determinant of the
Vandermonde base with respect to the standard base is an S-unit, so too is the
determinant of p. Therefore

(8)

M=J2°s'8gex1

To finish the proof of the lemma we note that (8) immediately

puts j¡ in j¡ •

M®4, and likewise
_ hihxh2h3h4h5hx2hx3hX4hX5h2ih24h2shi4h3sh45

Hi~

h

h

expresses h¡ as a product of elements in j¡ • M®4 . A similar expression holds

for hij.
As a corollary to the lemma, with these choices of models and extending K
if necessary, we have guaranteed that S-integer points of Z lift to S-integer
points of Z" . So to complete the proof of the theorem, we just have to show
that the heights of the S-integer points on Z" can be effectively bounded.
First note that a point in Z"(K) will be S-integralif and only if the functions
in T take on S-unit values.
We will use the notation sx ~ e2 to indicate that £1 and e2 are S-units in
K whose ratio has a height which can be effectively bounded. For example,
equations of types III, IV, and V in Theorem 7, and Theorem 2 show that
(9)
(10)

tiiUm ~ t¡tm ,
titjk~t¡m,

and that

(11)

tjktlm ~ U ■
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Consider the S-unit

T = {titjnitjmtkÔtkmitjtiÛitltimWmUj)(tjkUm){hhi)
■
Then repeated use of (9), (10), and (11) gives
* ~ tkm{Utkm){tlmtjk)(tklU)tjm

~ (km1jl)Utjmtjm ■

So
(12)

t~í2í2m,

and by (10),
(13)

T~t2kl.

By symmetry, (12) shows that t ~ t2tkl, so combining with (13) gives tj ~ 1,
and hence that t¡ ~ 1. By symmetry, this holds for all i, so (10) and (11) give
tjk ~ Um> and tjkt¡m ~ 1, which together give t2k ~ 1, or tjk ~ 1. Hence
all coordinate functions in T have bounded height at S-integer points of Z",
which completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark. The success of the proof depends on the fact that the equations of
Types III, IV, and V in Theorem 7 contain only 3 monomials. The corresponding relations on the Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves of higher genus contain
more monomials.
We now apply this result to integer points on C.
For any P £ C we can define an embedding <\>Pof C into J by setting

MQ) = Q + p-2Wo.
Recall that Qr denotes the translation of 8 by a point R of J. Then identifying P with its image P - W0 under cf>,the image of </>/>
is 6/>. We let
supv(W) denote the support of an algebraic set W ç J.

Proposition 3. Let P £ C.
(a) supp([2],8neP) = (P + P-2W0)uO = </>P(P)u<f>P(P).
(b) With the correct choice of models, 4>p maps points of C(K) which are
S-integral with respect to P and P to S-integer points of Z(K).
Proof, (a) Recall that every point on J other than the origin has a unique
representative as a divisor on C of the form R + S - 2Wq , where {T?, S} is
an unordered set of points of C. Points on 8 are uniquely represented in the
form Tí - W0 for Tí a point of C. So points on QP are uniquely represented
in the form P + R-2W0. If P + R-2W0 also lies on [2],8, then

P + R-2W0 = S + S-2Wo,
for some S in C. Therefore either P — R = S, or P + R-2W0

represents

the origin O, in which case R = P.
(b) Since 8 is defined over K, Tv-rational functions g of J regular off
[2],8 restrict to Tv-rational functions gP on <j)P(C), which are then integral
over the coordinate ring of a model for C over Tv with P and P as the only
points at infinity. If A is an O^-algebra associated to this model of C, then
some multiple of gP is integral over A .
We can explicitly write down this model for C, and control which multiple
of gP we need to take.
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By the geometry of numbers, extending S if necessary we can assume that
Os is a principal ideal domain. Hence if a £ K is nonzero, then we can
write a = a/b with a and b relatively prime—i.e., the O^-ideal they generate
(a, b)Os is equal to Os—and be sure that there are S-integers c and d such

that bd - ac = 1.
If f(x) is a polynomial in x, we let /(,)(x) denote its zth-derivative divided

by i!.
Theorem 9. Let C be a curve of genus 2 defined over a number field K by an
equation
Hyp5 : y2 = f(x) = x5 + bxx4 + b2x3 + fox2 + b4x + b5,
and S a finite set of places of K, chosen large enough so that Os is a principal
ideal domain which contains the b¡.
Let P = (xp, yp) £ C(K) be a non-Weierstrass point. Write xp = a/b, such
that (a, b)Os = Os. Pick c, d in Os such that bd - ac = 1. Then there is an

effectivelycomputable bound B which depends on H(b¡), dK, Dk , and S, but
not on P, such that
(i) The S-integer points (u, w , z) on the model for C given by
5

Hyp6(P): w2 = 4y2Y,fi{i)(xp)z6-i,

z = b2u + bc,

1=0

have H(z) < B ; and
(ii) If H(xp) > B, then the model Hyp6(P) has no S-integer points.
Remark. Of course, Faltings's theorem [5] gives an ineffective bound B, depending on H(bi), dK , and Dk , such that C(K) has no points at all satisfying

H(xp) > B.
Proof. It follows from the group law on / [11] that the function
-£i2 - Xp¿;22+ XpÇo

has 8/> + 8p as its divisor of zeroes. Hence writing (S)/> for the restriction of
a function S to Of , we have

(14)

-(Cn)r-xp(Z22)p + xP(l;o)p= 0.

We define a function z on 8p by setting z = (C22)p-2xP(c¡o)P . Then sequential calculations with (4) and (14) give us
( 15)

(4o)p = z2,

(Ç22)p = z + 2xPz2,

(Çl2)p = -Xpz-

x2Pz2.

We now define a function v on QP by setting

(16)

(tu)p = zv.

Then from (4) we get
(íiiii)j»

(17)

= v2,

(c¡xx22)P= v(l+2xPz),

(Ç)P = i(w(l +2xPz)

(£1112)1»= v(-xP

- xpz),

(Çx222)P= (l+2xPz)(-xP-xPz),

- (xP + xpz)2 -b2(xpz

+ xPz2) -b4z2).
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Finally, plugging these values into (4), we get the equation
5

w2 = 4y2Y,f{i)(xP)z6-i,
1=0

where w = v - 2z3f(xP) - z2f(X)(xP) - z(4x3P+ 2bxxj, + b2xP) - x} .
From gx, g2, gi, and the definitions of Xxx2, Xxxx, Xx, and X2 , it can be
shown that ¿¡XXX,ÇXX2,
ÇX22,c¡222,c¡x, and c¡2 are integral over
<^s[<!Í0>íll > £l2> £22, £, ^1 111 , £lll2,

£ll22,

£l222]•

So if we now set z = b2u + be, using the definition of w above, (15), (16),
and (17) show that S-integer points of Hyp6(P) map into S-integer points of
Z , and z has height bounded independently of P.
To prove (ii), we note that if Q is an S-integer point of Hyp6(P), then

((Í22± VZo)/2Ço)(<t>p{Q))
= Xp, and hence if such a Q exists, then H(xp)
must also be bounded.
Remark. Since u — -c/b, z = w = 0, is a 7v-point on Hyp6(P) which is Sintegral whenever P is S-integral on Hyp5, we recover the effective bounding
of S-integer points on Hyp5.
4. S-INTEGER POINTS ON U = J - 8

This section is a rather extended comment about how one might attempt
to effectively bound the heights of points in C(K) which are S-integral with
respect to any P £ C. For such a P we can define an embedding y/P of C

into J by setting y/p(Q) = 2P - Q - W0. Hence the image of yip is 82/>.
Proposition 4. Suppose P £ C is not a Weierstrass point.

(a)

supp(8 n e2P) = P-Wo = y/P(P).

(b) With the correct choice of models, y/P maps points of C(K) which are
S-integral with respect to P to S-integer points of U(K).
Proof, (a) If a point R - W0 on 6 also lies on Q2P , then
Tv- Wo= S - Wo+ 2(P - Wo)

for some S in C. Therefore Tv+ S-2^0 = 2P-2^0, and hence R = S = P,
for otherwise 2P -2W0 represents the origin. But the latter case cannot hold
when P is not a Weierstrass point.
(b) Since 8 is defined over K, 7v-rational functions g and J regular off 8
restrict to K-rational functions gP on y/p(C), which are then integral over the
coordinate ring of a model for C over K with P as the only point at infinity.
If A is an 6>s-algebra associated to this model of C, then some multiple of
gP is integral over A .

We can explicitly write down this model. We can also control which multiple
of gp we need to take, but not so uniformly as in Theorem 9.
Proposition 5. Let C be a curve of genus 2 defined over a number field K by
an equation

Hyp5 : y2 = f(x) = x5 + bxx4 + b2x3 + fox2 + b4x + fo,
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and S a finite set of places of K, chosen large enough so that
ideal domain which contains the b¡. Let P = (xP, yP) £
Weierstrass point. Write xP = a/b2, yP = c/b5 such that
Extend S so that be is invertible. Let f denote /(,) (•*/>)for
the S-integer points on the model for C given by

Os is a principal
C(K) be a non(a, b)Os = Os.
0 < /' < 4. Then

(18)
Nonhyp(P): v3{-64f3} + v3{(64f2fx)u + (I6f22f¿ - 64f3f4 + f4 - 8/j2/2/0)}
+ v{-Sfo(fx2 + 4/o/2)«2 - 8/0(4/0/2/3 - flh - 8/0/1/4 + 8/o2)M
+ 8/o(4/o/,/2-8^/3-/13)}

= -{16/0V
-{4/i(/,3

- {32f2f3}u3 + {16/o(/2/4 - 2/0/, - f0fi)}u2
+ 8/3/o2-4/o/1/2)}M

map under y/P into integer points of U(K).
Proof. It follows from the group law on / that the function
Xxx-Xxx([2]P)

+ 2xpXx2 + x2PX22

has Q2P + Q2j as its divsior of zeroes. Hence writing (x)p for the restriction
of a function x to Q2P , we have
(19)

(Xxx)p - XXX([2]P)+ 2xp(Xx2)p + x2P(X22)p= 0.

We define functions u and v on Q2P by setting
u = (Xx2)p + Xp(X22)P -x2P,

v = (X22)P - 2xP.

Then we have
(20)

(Xx2)p = u - xPv - xj,

(X22)p = v + 2xP.

Then from (19) and g2 :
(Xxx)p = Xxx([2]P) + x2v-2xPu

(21)

=bl0^2:m2-6(a/b2)3-4bx(a/b2)2
- 2b2(a/b2) - fo + xPv - 2xPu.

Plugging these values into (3) gives (18). Since Xxxx, XXX2,XX22,X222, and X
are integral over Os[Xxx, Xx2, X22], and since

CJ^jJL+K,
but this is sufficient because y/p(C) maps isomorphically onto n(y/p(C)). Since
2bc is invertible, (20) and (21) show that S-integer points of Nonhyp(P) map

into S-integer points of U(K).
Remark. Faltings has proved that there are only finitely many S-integer points
in U(K). If there were an effective bound for these points, then the proof
of the proposition would give an effective bound for the S-integer points on

Nonhyp(P).
The heights of integer points on hyperelliptic curves have been effectively
bounded by employing Siegel's reduction to the S-unit equation. One might
try, à la Siegel, to turn the problem of effectively bounding the S-integer points
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on U into that of solving "S-unit" equations, where now the S-units lie in
some algebraic group other than the multiplicative group Gm ! We can build
linear relations among the entries of 3 x 3-S-integer orthogonal matrices of
determinant 1, which in several ways give us linear relations among special
elements of GL2(Os) which are reminiscent of the classical S-unit equation.
By the Corollary of Theorem 3, once again extending K if necessary, it
suffices to effectively bound the S-integer points on Y = J- [2]*8. That is, we
need to effectively bound the heights of points in J(K) for which the functions
in T take on S-integer values.
We now expand S so that a¡-üj is invertible, and adjoin all the square roots
dj = y/a¡ - üj, 1 < / < j < 5 to K, where the choice of square roots is fixed
once and for all. Also adjoin a fixed square root \f-i and set (;, = V^ÎCij

for i < j .
It now follows from Theorem 7 that the matrix Mijkim given by

CijCik CjiCjk ZkiCkj
Ui
ln
hi
CijCikClmCjiCjkClmCkiCkjClm
*im

tjm

tkm

\ CijCikCmlCjiCjkCmlCkiCkjCml
'
is an S-integral element of the determinant 1 subgroup of the orthogonal group,
which we denote as Of . This is an algebraic version of a classical result in theta
functions explicitly stated by Hudson [14] and H. F. Baker [2]. It can also be
derived from Frobenius's relations on hyperelliptic theta functions [17].
Theorem 7 also shows that T = {tx, t2, ty, t4, tX5, t2i, Í35, t45} generates
Y(Y). Lemma 6 of [10] then states that the orthogonality of M12354and M12453
determines generators for the ideal of relations among the variables in T. Note
that the third row of an orthogonal matrix can be found by taking the crossproduct of the first two rows, so finding S-integer points on Y is equivalent to
finding S-integer values of T such that Mi2354 and Mx24ii are orthogonal.
This compares nicely with the last line of p. 255 of [29], which implies that
integer points on an elliptic curve give rise to orthogonal 2x2- S-integer matrices
over an extension field. But the analogy soon ends. Unlike 02 = Gm , which has
unramified covers of every degree, Of has only a degree 2 unramified spinor
cover from the group of quaternions of norm 1. However, there are relations
among the entries of the M¡jkim analogous to those of the orthogonal matrices
which arise in the elliptic case.
Indeed, comparing the top two rows of the orthogonal matrices Mi 2354,
M12453, Mi 3452, and

M23451 gives us

4

4

(22) £/3,//,=0,

£M

;=1

1=1

= 0,

traced,-1)

= 0,

where
ßi = C42(Ci4Í23+ Í12C34- C13C24),
ßl = Í23(C4lC23+ C12C34
- C31C24)
.

/T3= íy-f-l)Cl2C23Í24,

(1= 1,..., 4),
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and

ßi, = Ci2(CnC24- C41C23
- Í12Í34)
are S-units, and

Pi

Í3C12
Í2C13- Í1Í23
-Í3C12
-Í1C23 - Í2C13

V2

Í1C24+ Í2C14
Í4C21
Î4Ç21
Í1Í24 - Í2C14

ß3 =

Í3C41+ Í4Í31
ni 34
¿1C34
¿4(31 - Í3C41

p4

-Í2C43
Í3C42+ Î4Ç32
Í2C43
Í4C32- Í3Í42

V\ =

¿25C13- Í15Í23
-Í35Í12

v2

u3 =
v4

'35C12
-Í15C23 - Í25C13

Í45C21
Ú5Í24 + Í25C14
Í45C21
M5Í24 - ¿25Í14
Î15Ç34
Í35C41+ Í45Í31^
¿45C31- Í35C41
^15C34
/
-¿25Í43
Í35C42+ Í45C32A
Í25C43

/45Í32 - ¿35Ç42

/

are in GL2(Os), and of fixed determinant given by Theorem 7. Although the
p and v have the same form, they have different determinants.
Somewhat more appealing are the relations between the left columns and top
rows of M51234, M51324, M52413, and M53412. They give us
4

(23)

4

£m, = 0, I>< = 0'
,=i

where

M, =
M2 =

-¿15 + Í25

tsiCis - C25)

?5(Cl5 + C25)

M5 + ¿25

-í25 + Í35

Í5(C25- Í35)
—Í25 _ ¿35

-Í5(C25 + C35)
)•
-¿35 + '45

M3

'síCsS - C45)
^35 + ¿45

¿s(Í35 + C45)

Í5(C45- Cis)

-¿45 + ¿15

M4 =

yv,=
n2 =
7V3=

—^45 - M5

"¿5^45 + fis)

íi/Cis-fc/C»
h/Cl5 + t2/Cl5
l^à ~ ¿)

Í2/C25 - Í3/C35

-Í2/C25

-Í3(¿

'3/C35

Í3/C35+ VC45

)•
+ ¿)

Í3/C35 - Í4/C45
Í5(¿ + 7T)

¿4/C45- ¿1/C15

N4 =
-Í4/C45 - ¿l/(l5
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are matrices in GL2(Os), again with fixed determinant given by Theorem 7.
Note that aside from matrices of the form

(24)
a matrix in Of is determined by its left column and top row. The matrix
Mijkim is of the form (24) only at points of Y which lie over ejk £ J[2].
I have no idea how to solve (22) or (23), nor whether it is any easier to
restrict the equations to [2]*^(C).
It is curious to wonder whether (22) or
(23) expresses a tractable question about S-units which simultaneously lie in
different quadratic extensions of K.
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